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5 terrifying
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If it’s so easy, why are so many
companies still getting caught
out by hackers?
The simple answer that it’s all a bit too much hassle.

We’re told all sorts of stories when we’re growing up.
Some of them, like Santa tumbling down the chimney
with a sack full of presents and the tooth fairy leaving
shiny coins under our pillows, are big fat fibs.

Cyber threats are a daily problem
for businesses of all sizes. Everyone
knows the risks, but despite all the
news reports and constant warnings,
trends demonstrate a huge hike in
data breaches and hacks over recent
years.

Sorry.

The use of mobile devices for work have •
enabled us to become immensely more •
productive and flexible with our time.
But without proper management it’s
also created the perfect opportunity for
•
cyber criminals to make money (and
lots of it).

On the other hand, tales like the Little Boy Who Cried Wolf and Chicken Licken are
designed to teach us to mind our Ps and Qs and always tell the truth (when teens say
parents are hypocrites, they’ve kind of got a point).
And then there are the other stories; the ones that are there to teach us lessons about the
big scary world and how to stay one step ahead of the baddies.
Take the tale of the Three Little Pigs for instance. Three fat, juicy piggies build houses to
keep themselves safe from a hungry neighbourhood wolf who huffs and puffs until he
blows everyone’s houses down.
Now we’re all grown up and the magic of childhood has long gone, it sounds pretty
ridiculous. For a start, pigs don’t build houses (trotters aren’t designed for holding
hammers and nails).
But there’s a lot to be learnt from those little piggies and their approach to security,
especially when we apply it to cyber crime. The moral of the story is that when we take
appropriate measures to keep our houses (or data) safe, it’s the bad guys who end up in
hot water.

Proper robust passwords can be
notoriously onerous to manage. So
many companies simply pass it off as a
job too time consuming to do anything
about.
Even when faced with the ever
increasing risk of data loss, downtime
and public naming and shaming, bosses
everywhere are still burying their heads
in the sand and hoping it all goes away.
When employees leave a company on
bad terms, countless organisations fail
to put the correct procedures in place to
protect their critical data.
Even when password policies are
written and shared with staff, they’re
still not being enforced.

A 2019 report from Yubico revealed that
despite an increase in understanding
about cyber crime and password best
practice, behaviour is still falling short.
Look in any office and you’ll still find
people:
Sharing login details
Scribbling passwords on Post-it
notes and sticking them on their
computer screens
And failing to keep schedules for
password changes

You might just as well build a house with
straw and put a big sign outside saying
“Dear Mr Wolf, please steal all my stuff
and eat me for breakfast”.

Huge data breaches continue
to happen. Every. Single. Day.
Both Yubico’s
report, and the
first ever UK
Cyber Survey,
conducted by
the National
Cyber Security
Centre (NCSC)
identified scary
password
statistics that
are putting
businesses
everywhere at
risk.
Here are five
of them - read
them and
weep >

69%

1) Two in three (69%) of users
still share passwords with
colleagues to access
information.

51%

2) Over half (51%) of users use
the same passwords for work
and personal accounts.

Perhaps the most worrying thing is that the UK Cyber
Survey found that 42% of British people actually
expect to lose money to online fraud.

That means we’re
totally aware
of the risks of
poor password
management, but
we still refuse to
do anything to
prevent them.
Scary stuff.

57%

23

million

57%

3) 57% of people who have
already fallen prey to phishing
attacks still haven’t changed
their passwords.

4) 23 million account holders
are still using 123456 as their
password, even though it’s
been proven to be just about
as effective as the proverbial
chocolate teapot.
5) 57% of people said they find
password management an
irritation that stops them doing
their jobs, so they don’t bother
with it.

The NCSC survey revealed
even more worrying facts,
including:
•

Only 15% of users
know how to protect
themselves from cyber
crime

•

89% of people make
online purchases with
the same passwords

•

One in three people
rely on friends and family
to keep them updated
about cyber security

•

30% of people never
lock their mobile devices
because re-entering
passwords gets on their
nerves

You can’t run your business
like this. It’s time to change
This is our call to arms for more robust cyber security in your business.
Getting password management right starts at the top - and not just with writing a shiny new
policy. Documents and procedures mean nothing unless they’re enforced, so companies
that are serious about cyber security need to put robust, actionable measures in place.
The bottom line is that organisations that fail to take action will be caught out sooner or
later. And with the Information Commissioner’s Office now taking a zero tolerance approach
to GDPR breaches, that’s a risk nobody should be taking.

Here are our top 12 rules for good password hygiene:

1

2

3

Use a random
password generator to
set a strong password

Never re-use
passwords

Never write your
password down

4
Never share
login details

7
If you don’t use a
random password
generator, be creative
about passwords by
combining random but
memorable words

5
Block access for past
employees as soon as they
leave the building - even
if there’s no bad feeling
between you

8
Use a password
manager to do the hard
work for you. So you
never have to be annoyed
by passwords

6
Don’t use easy to guess
passwords like football
teams, special dates or
children’s names. Just a
quick social media search
can provide plenty of
clues about seemingly
unguessable passwords

9
Consider using multi
factor authentication,
to provide an extra layer
of security

10
Make sure everyone in
your organisation is
trained in cyber awareness
and understands how to
identify common threats

As the head of your company
or team, it’s up to you to
set a good example. Never
share your login details with
anyone, and make it clear
to everyone that doing so
will be treated as a serious
offence.
If people continue to
sidestep the rules, you’ll
have to get tough - this is
your company’s reputation
and money at risk.
Your password policy
should become an
essential document in
your organisation that
forms part of its overall
culture. Make sure everyone
reads it, signs it, and is made
aware of what will happen
if they continue to wilfully
disregard it.

11
Keep the password policy
on your shared drive and
ensure everyone signs to
acknowledge they’ve
received and read it

12
Provide a contact person
who will act as the main
individual responsible for
password security

You know it
makes sense…
Password security isn’t about
slowing down productivity. It’s
about enabling people to do their
jobs safely and efficiently.
Data breaches don’t just slow things down, they cost
money. For every minute your team is unable to access
their documents your business could be losing tens,
hundreds or thousands of pounds.
And if a data breach does happen, the GDPR police will
be delighted to use your poor password practices as an
example to others - after they’ve fined you a hefty sum.
Good password management should be an important
part of your organisation’s cyber security strategy. When
combined with the right security software, procedures
and attitudes, your organisation stands a fighting chance
against the cyber baddies no matter what dirty tricks they
try to deploy.
That means they can huff and puff as much as they like,
but they still won’t be able to hurt you.

Contact us today for a free,
no obligation cyber security
assessment and to find out more
about stress-free password
management.
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